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Mr. or Ms. Installer

A problem has been identified when installing 64” x 54” x 2-1/4” units over closed top bases
(lockers). Because of airflow problems that this creates, the natural balance of the unit is upset. This causes
warping and splitting in certain areas of the country. To combat this problem, it is imperative that an airspace
be provided. Three (3) strips about a ¼” thick, 1 – ½” wide, and 38” long should be placed on the locker top
FIRST (yard stick will work). Installation can then proceed as usual. Without these strips, there is a distinct
possibility that tis job will have to be done again. Your distributor or manufacturer will gladly supply the
strips if you wish. NOTE: The 2x2 Angle board protectors can be folded over and used as the strips!
IMPORTANT:
The instruction slip must be given to the Teacher. The installed unit is a new (patent pending) design
that allows maximum performance in severe climate changes. The center joint is not glued and protects
against excessive expansion/contraction. Other design features include 3/8” steel through bolts, large hidden
guide pins to provide perfect top alignment, and attractive removable bolt covers.
Should an adjustment become necessary (center joint opens) please follow these simple steps:
1. Use a 3/16 Hex Key to partially remove the outside bolt cover.
2. Place the tip of the flat head screwdriver behind the washer.
3. With a prying action, remove the entire bolt cover including the rubber insert.
4. Use a socket wrench with a 9/16” socket to tighten the nut that is now exposed. These steel
rods run completely through the unit, and normally need only to be tightened from one side.
Snug the center joint back together, but do not over tighten.
5. Replace bolt covers.
NOTE: IF INSTALLING A VISE AT A BOLT COVER, SIMPLY REMOVE THE OUTSIDE SECTION
OF THE COVER.
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